
A guide for using your mobile tower in 

bad weather conditions 

To ensure safety throughout your workforce, you must guarantee that the users of the mobile scaffold towers are abiding by 

the product standard EN1004 that provides you with a structured guide on the weather conditions that you can use your 

scaffold tower in. A key factor in tower stability relies on the effect of the wind. 

Wind Speed 

The general guidelines provided by PASMA certifies to conforming with the product standard EN1004 which states what 

wind speed levels you can continue your work in. At Beaufort Force 4 (17mph), you should cease work. It is also important to 

continually record you’re your speed with an anemometer throughout your time working at height to monitor and prepare for 

an increase in wind speed. 

If the wind speed is likely to reach Beaufort Force 5 (25mph), then the tower must be tied to a supporting structure, 

adjacent to your tower that can hold the weight of the imposed load. If the wind speed is likely to exceed 40mph, then you must 

dismantle your tower and stop your work immediately. 

Planning the Task 

You must always plan the work you will be carrying out before you begin and consider how weather conditions could affect the 

task in question in your risk assessment. 

You must always be prepared for an increase in wind speed so when your towers are up, your workforce are prepared to 

dismantle them safely. It is also important to take your direct surroundings into consideration; if your tower is set up in an open 

space, the wind speed may be higher compared to a built-up area where the tower is closed in. 

For anyone working at height, weather circumstances must be taking into consideration when carrying out the task. 

For more information and guidance on how to safely use mobile scaffold towers or to book onto one of our PASMA open 

courses, contact us today! 

01246 386900 
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